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Abstract. Cybersecurity currently focuses primarily on defenses that
detect and prevent cyber-attacks. However, it is more important to reg-
ularly verify an organization’s security posture to reinforce its cyberse-
curity defenses as the IT environment becomes more complex and com-
petitive. Confronted with an increasing use of artificial intelligence (AI)
in cyber attacks, attack simulation platforms need to allow software vul-
nerabilities to be found against AI-powered attacks too. Such simulators
will enable defenders to maintain a basic safety level and gain control
over their security posture. Gradually, we are moving towards smart and
autonomous platforms. This paper reviews established cyberattack simu-
lation scientific research techniques with the goal of presenting a selection
of tools and platforms that minimize the biases and inaccuracies inherent
in traditional, isolated ad hoc research on A-powered cyberattacks.
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1 Introduction

The attack surface is expanding due to the more complex and drastically evolving
IT environment. [3]. Increasingly, attackers deploy tools using AI algorithms to
increase attack performance [8]. As a result, precise target attacks with only
defenses that detect and block attacks at specific points have become difficult
to prevent. Many security professionals are currently using security equipment
and services, according to a survey conducted at the RSA conference [1]. The
attack’s surface through security assessment and establishing a response strategy
has been stressed in recent years . Some studies have been devoted to challenges
linked to cybersecurity modeling and their simulation in cyberspace [25]. As
shown in Fig. 1, which shows there have been an increase in the quantity of
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articles from 2020 until the present, and there has been a massive duplication of
manuscripts related with cyber attack model and cybersecurity simulations[15].
However, today, there is a shortage of attack simulation platforms that will
incorporate AI-powered attack functionality.

Fig. 1. Google scholar search results between 2016-2021

1.1 Research Questions and objectives

– RQ1 What is the development status for modeling attack, and attack sim-
ulation tool?

– RQ2What and How is Breach and Attack Simulation (BAS) have effective-
ness in cybersecurity ?

While, the research objectives are:

– RO1: To review systematically the most important of development status
modeling attack, and attack simulation tool using Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)

– RO2: To summarize the most trend tools for the breach and attack simula-
tion, which will came from two rounds of snowballs[17]. And figure out the
most trend of the simulation tools that came from the systematic review.

1.2 Contribution

The main contribution of this work is threefold: (a) Authors identified the main
security issues with attack models and simulation attack tools; (b) Authors con-
ducted a systematic review of attack modeling methods using two snowball
rounds to inform the audience about how and what types of simulation tools
are used for modeling.(c) Further, the authors provided the necessary insight
into how security can be improved by adding AI-powered attack mechanisms to
the simulation platforms.
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2 Methodology

In this systematic review, based on Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)[22]. The result are showed in Fig.2, the
Web of Science search engine was consulted achieving a total of 330 articles.
ACM Digital Library indexing engine, achieving a total of 2 articles. While, for
the Google Scholar achieved 26 articles Finally, other indexed sources of articles
were consulted achieving a total of 15 articles.

2.1 search criteria

We used a Boolean operators [21] , which are shown in Appendix for essen-
tial systematic keyword search. However, After refining the search terms for all
databases, which shown in Table 1, the results have reported 358 research papers.

Table 1. The quantity of articles taken from three main indexed databases

No. Keywords Database articles No.

1 S1 Web of science 330
2 S2 ACM Digital Library 2
3 S3 Google Scholar 26

Inclusion Brief inclusion: Look for technological content, attacks simualtions,
Exclusion: focus on attacking AI.

Exclusion Result: references (scientific articles, preprints, book chapters).

3 Results

A cyber-attack simulation is a tool that can be used to check an organization’s
security policy and status, and it allows a security reinforcement plan to be
developed by defining seven errors and four warnings, the surface of the attack
that needs to be handled beforehand. [12]. The cyber-attack simulation comprises
of BAS, attack graph, and penetration testing.

Needless to say, during the attack point, penetration testing , typically also
used for simulated hacking or analysis of the vulnerability, is primarily used
manually, and its importance varies according to the user’s expertise [18]. The
latest penetration testing aims to provide a vulnerability scanning feature to
locate vulnerabilities and a feature to exploit an actual vulnerability. The attack
graph can define all possible paths for an attack by considering the connections
between points, moving one step further from the ’points’-based vulnerability
search, which was the aim of the current penetration testing [19] . The graph
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Fig. 2. Research Methodology based on PRISMA

path’s priority, which is likely to be used for the attack, is being determined and
presented to the user at this time. However, there is no assurance that all attack
paths discovered using the attack graph will be valid or that the attacker will
use those paths[13]. The BAS can obtain the evaluation result by simulating a
valid simulated hacking based on the attack scenario, unlike the attack graph ,
which identifies the attack path through static analysis[5]. Most BAS products
include scenarios based on existing attacks and allow users to create their attack
scenarios. However, scenarios identified by internal staff who are well aware of
the organization’s IT infrastructure environment are standardized, and BAS is
also vulnerable to zero-day.

To enable penetration testing, a number of open-source and paid resources
are available[11] . However, most professionals use more than one tool to use
different functions according to specific attack techniques[20], or it is useful for
simulated hacking testing for more advanced hackers[26]. In most of the cases,
the tools are developed and updated by themselves. Recent penetration testing
technologies, as described above, aim to automate vulnerability analysis and
exploitation steps, and this paper describes representative tools that provide an
automated penetration testing function.

Metasploit is an open-source community-supported penetration testing plat-
form that offers scanning and penetration testing of vulnerabilities[10]. Metas-
ploit uses more than 4,000 exploit modules and more than 150,000 vulnerabili-
ties to provide penetration testing and analysis and response methods, and the
database is continually updated with the help of the open-source community.
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Burp is a security testing program for web applications developed by Portswig-
ger Web Protection. It is used as a web vulnerability scanner because its scanning
feature has more power than the penetration function.You can use Burp Proxy
in the Community version to intercept web traffic and analyze and manipulate
content. Moreover, it offers a function to use the Clickbandit tool to conduct a
clickjacking attack against a vulnerable service.

Currently, the Canvas of Immunity offers an automated exploit system
and runs a development framework based on 800 exploits[24]. It is a commercial
tool and consists of a framework for the attack and a suit to test penetration.It is
possible to conduct a simulated attack on web applications through one system
and the network range setting.It could be used by changing the Canvas engine
according to your requirements. Currently, Canvas generates shell code auto-
matically. This set of procedures enables the user to conduct penetration testing
by choosing them according to the menu. Although Canvas contains modules
and information that can be performed for the host, users have to use hacking
professionals to decide what to do with the target host and interpret and use
the results.

Core Impact Pro is the Core Security’s penetration testing tool, which
offers the most commercial-grade exploits[14]. Each month, the exploit and
SCADA exploit packages provided by Metasploit can be combined and used
with 40 exploit codes generated by themselves. The SCADA exploit kit explic-
itly includes more than 140 exploits that target ICS and SCADA. It can also be
combined with other tools such as PowerShell Empire or Metasploit for penetra-
tion testing. Core Impact has an advantage in allowing automatic exploitation
and pivoting of adjacent devices as compared to Metasploit, and intuitively pre-
senting pivoting flow also in its stealth mode.

BAS enables an automated simulation of multi-level cyber-attack scenarios
[4]. For this, we are modeling a chain of attacks that would possibly be used
by actual attackers to target the IT environment. The key difference between
the BAS and the previous simulation is that it can automatically execute the
user-selected attack scenario.

The FireDrill platform of AttackIQ constantly verifies an organization’s
security program’s efficacy and ensures that security products and services re-
spond to simulated attack scenarios appropriately [4]. A library of more than
1,500 individual attacks is being developed as a platform for evaluating compli-
ance. It provides the function of automatically performing security evaluations
using the attack scenario library generated or provided by the security individ-
ual in charge. The AttackIQ platform contains a management console and an
agent that can be installed on-premises, in virtual environments, or in the cloud,
and the agent is responsible for executing the exploit by obtaining the selected
scenario from the AttackIQ platform’s sensor[7]. To provide such a function of
scenario-based attack simulation, community support must continuously provide
a library that allows an attack scenario to be implemented, which is considered
a difficult point when adopting the scenario-based simulation.
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SafeBreach offers a simulation platform to test the infrastructure’s secu-
rity status using simulated assets and actual attack techniques[2]. It positions
fake assets, simulating real assets in selected segments, executes scenarios of
attacks between these simulators, and allows for endpoint simulators, network,
and cloud[6]. It also enables us to choose the type of data to attack, such as
source code, personal identifying information, and credit cards. The SafeBreach
platform enables us to test the attack safely without impacting real assets and
resources by executing an attack against a simulated environment.

Cymulate offers an automated method for determining company security in-
frastructure and activity using real asset attacks without actual security breaches
[16]. The BAS platform of Cymulate runs between software agents named ”Cy-
mulate’s Hopper modules” deployed on real assets or between software agents
and the cloud of Cymulate. The software agent is installed on the target device,
and the actual malware is downloaded from the SaaS solution. The evaluation
is performed by additionally extending the attack vector, beginning with one
attack vector as the target. Threat vectors are lateral movement, corporate web
application attacks, and web browsing or e-mail[9]. A cyber-attack simulation
needs to be developed to represent different social engineering factors to find
vulnerabilities in the system’s operations and business processes beyond finding
the system’s vulnerabilities[23].

4 Discussion and Conclusion

4.1 Discussion

The trend of cyber-attack simulation for security assessment has been identified
as a preemptive countermeasure against cyber-attacks. Cyber-attack simulation
supports a feature that can execute a simulated attack to prepare for an actual
attack, and BAS and attack graph are gaining much attention from the already
widely used penetration testing technologies. Cyber-attack simulation is in the
stage of progressive development from the current manual analysis, which relies
on the user’s ability to use an automated analysis. This change is due to the
reason that a one-time assessment by costly manual inspection has restrictions
on the rapid detection and diagnosis of bugs and vulnerabilities bound to occur in
rapidly and drastically evolving IT environments. Thus, safety can be measured
by repeated and continuous execution, not just at a specific point in time, and it
is required that can help non-professional users understand the security status.
The existing tools provide a reasonable framework for the integration of AI-
powered attack tools deploying machine learning and other technologies.

Personal data is a sensitive asset in information systems. Unauthorized access
to personal data is a severe security breach that can result in fines. Six protection
goals are normally used when engineering privacy: confidentiality, integrity, avail-
ability, unlinkability, transparency, and intervenability. Automated testing can
target the first three categories. Two areas are of special interest: the protection
of personal data against unauthorized access and the protection of digital human
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identities and related identifiers against de-anonymization, linkage, or observa-
tion. Mass extraction of data from data stores is often prevented using heuristics
in combination with machine learning. Intrusion detection systems will react to
unusual access or transfer patterns to data stores. For AI attack simulation, both
the simulated generation of data exfiltration traffic and the testing of detective
controls must be part of the testing simulations. Encrypted network transfers
have become under attack through machine learning, where classifiers success-
fully identify communication content and communication targets in encrypted
data traffic. Concerning the protection of identities, a considerable attack surface
has to be taken into account. Direct exploitation of available identity attributes,
person-relateable attributes, and inferred attributes are feasible extraction at-
tacks easily enhanced and automated by machine learning. Intrusion detection
systems have long used user ID and user behavior in detecting data access and
activity deviations.

4.2 Conclusion

We conclude therefore that the integration of artificial intelligence attack meth-
ods into the cyber-security testing is a mandatory path into the future of these
tools. However, the field of simulated offensive, AI-powered cyber-attacks is not
well-developed, and should be considered in future research.
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A Boolean Search string

Web of science
S1= ”(ALL=( (cybersecurity modeling AND Simulations in Cyber-Security
OR cybersecurity simulation ) OR ( cyber threat emulations AND attack
Detection and Response (ADR)) (simulated attacks AND open source at-
tack toolkit OR evolving attack methodology) AND (attacker OR attacking
tool) AND (Modeling and Simulation of Behavioral Cybersecurity)) )”

ACM
S2 =,”query”: AllField:(” cybersecurity modeling ” AND ”Simulations in
Cyber-Security” OR ”cybersecurity simulation ” OR ”cyber threat emu-
lations” OR ”attack Detection and Response (ADR) ” AND ” simulated
attacks” AND ”open source attack toolkit ” OR ”evolving attack method-
ology” AND ”attacker OR attacking tool” AND ”Modeling and Simulation
of Behavioral Cybersecurity”) ”filter”: Publication Date: (01/01/2016 TO
12/31/2021),ACM Content: DL Google syntax
S3 = cybersecurity modeling AND Simulations in Cyber-Security OR cy-
bersecurity simulation OR cyber threat emulations OR attack Detection
and Response (ADR) AND simulated attacks AND open source attack
toolkit OR evolving attack methodology AND attacker OR attacking tool)
AND (Modeling and Simulation of Behavioral Cybersecurity .




